This is a report on a patient injured when an interstate bus overturned. The mechanism of injury is detailed and the secondary factors that resulted in the injury are discussed.
A 41-year-old male passenger was in the right hand aisle seat of an interstate bus, four rows from the front. The vehicle left the road while negotiating a right hand curve, skidding 60 metres on its left side, before tilting on to the left side of the roof for another 15 metres and finally falling back on to its left side. The passengers were thrown on to the seats of the left hand side of the bus and when the vehicle rolled up on to its roof, many were then thrown clear of their seats against the luggage rack. The patient was one of those who took the brunt of the impact on to his left shoulder and his head as he struck the luggage compart ment. He sustained a Colles' fracture of the left wrist, a comminuted fracture of the left shoulder, a fracture dislocation of C6 on C7, pulmonary contusion and complete tetraplegia below C6. There was no evidence of any scratch or abrasion on his body.
Discussion
The question of seat belts for bus passengers has been discussed ever since seat belts were introduced into cars, but numerous arguments against them have been put forward.
1. Bus accidents resulting in death or serious injury are relatively rare (fatality rate 3·9 per 100 million vehicle kilometres and 35 casualty crashes per 100 million vehicle kilometres) (Bamford, 1987 3. Bus seat are not designed to take the force that they would be subjected to if a seat belt were attached to the frame (Hoffman, 1987; Wojcik and Sanders, 1972) .
4. It is thought best to encapsulate a passenger in a well padded seat, which will deform in a controlled way when a passenger is thrown against it in a violent deceleration accident (Federal Office of Road Safety, 1986).
5. Lap seat belts would result in passengers hitting their heads on the back of the seat in front (Federal Office of Road Safety, 1986).
6. Vandalism and a low percentage of utilisation would make the installation impracticable (Federal Office of Road Safety, 1986 ).
In the case of the accident described above, seat belts would have held passen gers in their seats. There was no violent deceleration hence they would not have been thrown against the back of the seats in front. All injuries were the result of passengers being thrown against the left side and the roof of the bus.
Fortunately, this was a relatively low velocity injury. Had the bus slid sideways into a tree and stopped in half the distance, many more head and neck injuries could have resulted.
Passengers were fortunate as the bus was of modern European design, and The driver and the front seat passengers wore seat belts, and remained secure and unharmed in their seats.
Every day, many thousands of Australians travel on buses. Safety require ments, passenger numbers, seating requirements and the design and main tenance standards of our buses are well below the standards set in Europe and the USA (Hoffman, 1987) . The main categories of bus travellers are: 1. Interstate travellers.
Commuters.
3. School children.
Interstate buses travel at high speeds (maximum 100 km per hour) and are subject to all of the hazards that road users are submitted to. These include sections of poorly engineered road, poorly signed roads, poorly fenced roads in some country areas and other road users who statistically are more accident prone than drivers in almost any other country in the world.
Inevitably, accidents occur and in many cases, the structure of the vehicle is quite inadequate to stand up to 'roll over'. Stylists and an apparent public demand for all round visibility have resulted in extensive use of glass, tubular steel, and plastic in the upper body structures of modern buses. There are no standards set for seat design or roof strength in Australian buses (Dickson et ai., 1981).
Commuters require a rapid 'pick up' and 'set down' service with minimum delays, hence buses accelerate and brake suddenly. There is provision for standing passengers.
The incidence of severe accidents is statistically low in Metropolitan areas and the majority of casualties results from drivers having to stop suddenly.
Primary school children in Brisbane may sit three to every two adult seats (School Bus Services and Charter, 1987) . Children may stand, but no more than 50% of the adult seating capacity are allowed to stand while the bus is travelling. A maximum load of 90 children is permitted and if the distance is greater than 32 kilometres, no passenger may stand.
Conclusions
It is important to ensure that high speed interstate and charter buses have an adequate roof strength to withstand a roll over accident. Front seat passengers and the driver should have seat belts, and seating design should be adequate to allow belts for all passengers if possible. Most people would feel much more at ease in a seat belt since they have already been conditioned to wearing belts in cars and aircraft. Yet another solution would be to have passenger seats facing backwards and in this situation, seat belts could be safely worn.
Commuter buses are relatively safe, but should have seat belts for those pas sengers who wish to wear them. The chance of injury is far greater in the event of an accident if a passenger is standing, hence it would seem highly desirable that all passengers were seated before the bus moves off.
The safety of school children should be of major concern for all parents. All children should be seated and wear seat belts. The opportunity to ensure that the next generation is conditioned to wearing seat belts is being lost.
